when some course requirements are met before getting a degree); many ways to achieve a common goal are available; and sufficient slack exists to tolerate a degree of waste without imperiling system survival in the process. Both tightly-and loosely-coupled systems are, in turn, complexly or linearly interactive. Complexly interactive systems are those with unfamiliar, unplanned, or unexpected sequences of activities that often are not visible or comprehensible. The sequences in a linearly interactive system are by contrast more familiar and expected and are quite visible and comprehensible, even if unplanned or unintended. The dimensions of coupling and interaction produces a typology of 4 cells.
Interaction Linear
Complex Tight 1 2 Coupling Loose 3 4 Many range managers and scientists find themselves in Cells 2 and 4 situations, thinking they really are in the good old days of Cell 1. And there is no better example of Cell 1 thinking in a Cells 2 and 4 world than the linear, tightly-coupled thinking that drives Scarnecchia's ("Just-draw-the-line!") Viewpoint. No amount of Cell 1 hankering for clear and defined objectives and borders is going to change one scintilla the fact that range scientists and managers are working in a world where range ecosystems are complexly interactive (i.e., causality is not at all clear) with all manner of dynamic loosely-and tightly-coupled processes, ecological and otherwise. Persistent failure to realize specific objectives and designs because of increasing complexity are met by Cell 1 thinkers with calls for ever more specific objectives and "rigorous" designs. In this way, Cell 1 thinkers have been caught up in a race to outdistance their own shadows. Once a great spectator sport on the back 40, but no longer.
So, what should we be attending to instead? Clearly, we must have more appropriate ways of thinking about range ecosystems as they really are, which is what I was trying to do in my Viewpoint (Roe 1997 ). Scamecchia recommends models; I go further. In Cells 2 and 4 situations, you need a very wide range of quantitative and qualitative methods in order to triangulate on and build your confidence about what is happening in the range ecosystem and management under study (Roe 1998) .
You also need new theories to recast old concepts in a more timely light as well as to explain those new range developments which the old concepts were never intended to explain. Which leads me to Scamecchia's disparagement of recasting carrying capacity as a theory of knowledge generation and change. Not only is such a theory possible, it already exists. The "high-reliability" approach to carrying capacity is developed and applied in several up-coming publications, including one in the Journal of Arid Environments (Roe et al. forthcoming; see also Roe forthcoming and Roe et al. forthc0ming.a.) .
Finally, I confess I was initially befuddled by Scarnecchia's driving a herd of cows into my paragraph. Did he really think that my argument implies a theory of the cow? Was this one more case of natural science condescension? A labored attempt at humor? But then I figured it out. It was just another instance of Cell 1 thinking at work. To see this, everywhere you read "cow" in his Viewpoint, substitute his "Draw-the-line-somewhere!" What a perfect example of reducing the complex to the simple.
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